Abstract—Spanning several frequencies, cognitive radios support dynamic management of the rate vs. range requirements of new generation tactical radio networks. We exploit this agility to offer point to multipoint transport implementing group communication for data services in the network. The key feature of our proposed transport protocol (PMT) resides in its ability to convey common traffic to multiple users, while at the same time carrying information to each user as quickly as possible. This is achieved by performing high level clustering of receivers in homogeneous groups, each group being served at a suitable throughput. We present an implementation of the PMT protocol in software over a GNU radio based hardware and demonstrate the performance enhancements this brings in the case of two groups of receivers, with nodes operating dynamically on different frequencies. It is therefore fully suited for novel data centric services mandated by the next generation tactical networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of tactical networks will support new forms of operational engagement, such as Network Centric Warfare [1]. Massive transformation programs are following this path in the US [2] and in Europe [3]. These new programs are mainly driven by the increasing needs for high bitrate data communications to support new services such as Blue Force Tracking (BFT), multimedia content delivery and remote control of sensors. However, as commonly known the major challenge in this paper we thoroughly study over a software defined radio platform the case where receivers fall naturally into two groups. This may correspond typically to a tactical network where receivers can be reached with two different waveforms. The difference to overcome in tactical communications reside in providing these services in a point to multipoint mode where receivers are distributed following a military hierarchy (battalion, company, and platoons) or for radios able of interference sensing, environment learning, and intelligent and agile radio devices [5]. These programmable radios are able of interference sensing, environment learning, and dynamic spectrum access lead to the so-called cognitive radio technology [6] that promises to improve spatial reuse and observed throughputs. In the particular domain of tactical communications, cognitive radios need to dynamically decide between, i) choosing traditional tactical VHF frequencies, that support higher bitrates, at the expense of coverage range. Nevertheless, in a point-to-multipoint context, users can be spread over different frequencies, channels, or locations. Thus, the links “connecting” each destination to the source, might have inherently different characteristics (e.g. bandwidth, center frequency thus propagation properties) or be interfered by different (primary or secondary) users. As a result, users in the same group may experience very heterogeneous performance in terms of latency, physical transmission rate, MAC layer retransmissions, etc.

To support point-to-multipoint distribution of the same data across heterogeneous receivers, the source can adapt its flow to the slowest receivers, like in the NORM [7] protocol or in RTMP [8]. This however translates in pulling down the reception rate of all nodes of the group i.e following the rate imposed by the lowest frequency; while this might be appropriate in the Internet where receivers have close behaviors, it is clearly not the case in a multi-channel wireless context. Alternatively the source could follow the fastest receivers, but it is taking the risk of “losing” the slowest, resulting in too many packets being dropped on the saturated slow channels.

To solve this dilemma, we have proposed PMT (Point-to-Multipoint Transport) in [9], an acknowledgement based transport protocol which dynamically differentiates among receivers and separates them according to their reception capabilities. PMT creates dynamic groups of receivers managed by the source to improve delivery time for the nodes that can receive data early, and thus the overall throughput.

In this paper, we prove the correctness of our solution and its feasibility, by implementing our protocol over a cognitive radio platform deployed in our premises. We focus on the case where receivers fall naturally into two groups. This may correspond typically to a tactical network where receivers can be reached with two different waveforms. Our platform, based on GNU radio devices, reproduces tactical point to multipoint environments. In practice, our experiments highlight the fact that PMT can cope dynamically with link property variations thus adapting automatically the group members as well as the transmission rate of every group.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II. details the protocol and its mechanisms. Section III. describes our cognitive radio platform. We define and analyze our experimentation in IV. Finally, related work is given in V then conclusion and future work in Section VI.
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II. TRANSPORT PROTOCOL

A. Preliminaries

In a multideestination configuration, the throughput of a group composed of $N$ members can be expressed as the sum of the throughput of all the members of the group.

$$\Phi_{\text{group}} = \sum_{i=0}^{N} \Phi_i$$

where $\Phi_i$ is the throughput observed by the member $i$ of the group.

In order to prevent slow receivers from penalizing those benefiting from favorable network conditions, we seek to create dynamically separate groups each served at a particular throughput. We base the group formation algorithm on the round trip time (RTT) observed by each node. With these observations the source node is able to differentiate between slow and fast nodes. A single time threshold $T$ is sufficient to discriminate between both groups: all nodes below the threshold $T$ go in the fast group, all nodes above in the slow group (their RTT is larger). In the considered setting, the tradeoff is the following: one could try to maximize the number of receivers in the first group. However, this would imply increasing $T$ and thus reducing throughput for all nodes in the first group. It is intuitive that an optimal value of $T$ should exist, depending on the RTT probability distribution. Please refer to [9] for a detailed theoretical analysis.

B. Protocol description

Our mechanism is source driven, in other words the source node maintains, in a special database, the group affiliation for every receiver. The average RTT for every receiver (other participants within the zone) is also stored inside this database. Moreover two transmission buffers are added, each handling transmissions for a precise group. The protocol building blocks are shown in Figure 1.

The source sends a message for the fast group every $T$ and serves the slow receivers every $T_{\text{max}}$. In fact, the source transmits the message available in the fast nodes queue to the fast receivers and waits for the acknowledgements. After $T$ seconds (i.e at the expiry of the fast nodes interval), receivers that have answered are labeled as fast; all others are labeled as slow in the specific database. Using timestamps, the smoothed RTT of fast receivers is also updated. The message is then transferred to the slow group buffer and transmitted to the slow receivers at $T_{\text{max}}$. Note that $T_{\text{max}}$ here is a fixed protocol parameter, dictated by the application requirements, or the need to ensure quite slow nodes can still get enough packets. In order to better illustrate our approach, we choose to handle here the simple case of two groups and fixed (large) $T_{\text{max}}$, and defer the more general cases to future work.

This flow control process is repeated whenever new messages are available for transmission. More generally, the throughput of our protocol is dictated by $T$ and $T_{\text{max}}$ as follows:

- at $T$ source pushes the packet to the slow group queue, pops a new packet and sends it to the fast group receivers.
- at $T_{\text{max}}$ sources removes from the slow queue the packet sent $T_{\text{max}}$ seconds earlier, then transmits the packet in head of queue to the slow group members.

Since the objective is to handle dynamically rate vs. range requirements enabled by cognitive radios, the strategy of the protocol is to improve delivery time for the nodes that can receive data early. The long-term throughput of the system is unchanged, as it is dictated by the second queue (the slow nodes that are served every $T_{\text{max}}$), since all nodes receive the same data.

C. Algorithm for dynamic group calculation

In order to select the appropriate value of $T$ that separates the fast from slow nodes, we propose a greedy algorithm which maximizes the average throughput per node (which is the same as maximizing total network throughput for a fixed number of receivers).

**Algorithm 1** Estimate optimal value of $T$

**Input:** $N$ /total number of receivers  
$\tau[\text{ }N]$ /table containing smoothed RTT of every receiver  
$T_{\text{max}}$ /max = 0, index, result, $j$ /intermediate variables  

**Output:** $T$

1. sort($\tau[\text{ }N]$)
2. while $j < N$ do
3. result $\leftarrow \left( j \cdot \frac{\tau(j)}{T_{\text{max}}} \right) + (N - j) \cdot \frac{1}{T_{\text{max}}}$
4. if result $\geq$ max then
5. max $\leftarrow$ result
6. index $\leftarrow j$
7. end if
8. $j = j + 1$
9. end while
10. $T \leftarrow \tau[\text{index}] + \epsilon$
11. return $T$

The basic idea of the algorithm is to determine the value of $T$ by computing the average throughput based on the receivers’ RTTs. First, we start by sorting received RTTs in increasing order (line 1). Then, by sequentially selecting the
RTT of receiver \( j \) and computing the throughput of each group accordingly (i.e. by also including all receivers having smaller RTT) we estimate the throughput as if the RTT of receiver \( j \) equals the value of \( T \) (line 3 of the algorithm). At the end of this loop the algorithm returns the RTT value that offers the highest total throughput. In practice, a slightly bigger (+\( \epsilon \)) value from this RTT is selected for \( T \) in order to maximize the total network throughput. In fact, this small margin allows to account for potential RTT fluctuations.

III. COGNITIVE RADIO PLATFORM

We describe herein the cognitive radio platform we use to evaluate the performance of the PMT protocol.

A. Software Defined Radio Devices

In order to implement the previously detailed protocol, we use the Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRP) made by Ettus Research [10]. In our tests, we rely on USRP1 devices, which are the first generation of the USRP products commercialized by ettus.

The USRP1 is a radio device built around a FPGA. It possesses four 12 bit Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) running at 64MSamples/s and four 14 bit Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) operating at 128MSamples/s. This enables us to have four complex channels simultaneously (4 I channels and 4 Q channels). Therefore, up to two complex inputs and two complex outputs can be simultaneously exploited.

This software defined radio is controlled through particular softwares running on a computer (described later). The communication to the computer is done through a USB 2.0 connection linking the computer directly to the FPGA through a Cypress FX2 USB controller. The USRP1 motherboard has four extension slots on which several kinds of daughter boards can be plugged. In our experiment setup, we use 2 daughter boards of 2 slots each in order to fill the all 4 available extension slots:

- The RFX900 which enables us to transmit and receive around 900 MHz (GSM frequency)
- The RFX2400 which enables us to operate around 2.4 GHz (ISM band)

B. GNU Radio

GNU Radio [11] is a free and open-source software development toolkit that provides signal processing blocks to implement software radios. It can be used with readily-available low-cost external RF hardware to create software-defined radios, or without hardware in a simulation-like environment.

GNU Radio applications are primarily written using the Python programming language, while the supplied performance-critical signal processing path is implemented in C++ using processor floating-point extensions, when available. Thus, the developer is able to implement real-time, high-throughput radio systems in a simple-to-use, rapid-application-development environment.

GNU Radio is therefore a very useful software tool but it needs an additional layer in order to control our software defined radio devices (III-A).

This is the role of the USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) provided by Ettus Research. It is provided as a standalone driver, and is made available to the GNU Radio toolkit through the implementation of several blocks, such as an emitter (uhd.usrp_sink), a receiver (uhd.usrp_source), etc.

Therefore, the overall system architecture can be thought of as a stack with the hardware (USRP device) sitting at the bottom of it. UHD is the direct link to the hardware and GNU Radio is the link between user defined flow graphs and UHD. Although one could directly connect to the hardware through UHD and without the use of GNU Radio, they would be limited to simple operations while the GNU Radio toolkit is very furnished. The complete hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2: USRP & GNU Radio software stack representation](image)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Considered Setup

The experimental validation of the PMT protocol requires at least 3 nodes: 1 emitter and 2 receivers. Because one can have several emission and reception channels on a given USRP, we used one USRP as the emitter and a second USRP as the receiver, both with two channels for emission and reception. More precisely, the source transmits simultaneously...
over 2 channels whereas a single USRP1 plays the role of 2 receivers by listening and reacting separately over the 2 channels exploited by the emitter (refer to Figure 3 for an example).

- The first channel is a "high" capacity channel with a capacity ranging from 250 Kbits/s to 500 Kbits/s and a working frequency around 2.4 GHz.
- The second channel is a "low" capacity channel with a capacity of 125 Kbits/s and an operating frequency around 900MHz.

This one hop, multiband and multipoint setup enables us to test the protocol in different rate vs. range conditions where our mechanisms in place can either recognize two groups or one group to optimize the global throughput.

In practice, we put in place the following 3 steps scenario to test the PMT protocol:

1) The source sends 1 Megabytes file at the rhythm of 4 packets of size 1024 Bytes at a time to its 2 receivers and then expect an acknowledgement.
2) Upon each acknowledgement reception, the source measures the RTT for each destination and computes a smoothed version of it.
3) It then computes a new value for T, using our defined algorithm, based on the smoothed RTT for each destination.

Note that we consider a static \( T_{max} \) value of 1.5 seconds based on the worst case RTT. The system bootstraps with arbitrary selected RTT values of 500 ms. Consequently, our algorithm can be run by considering at each iteration destinations with \( RTT < T \) are part of the fast group while destinations with \( RTT > T \) as members of the slow group.

**B. PMT delays and throughput**

By experimenting different capacities for the fast destination (and keeping the same capacity for the other channel), our objective is to investigate the capability of our algorithm of dynamically splitting and merging groups based on the performance of each destination. This is particularly useful when cognitive radios switch to new channels with different capacities and ranges. For this reason, we modify the capacity from 500 Kbits/s to 320 Kbits/s then 250 Kbits/s of the 2.4 Ghz band and show results in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c.

We can observe that when the capacities of the fast destination and the slow destination get closer to each other, the value of \( T \) that maximizes the global throughput increases up to a point where only one group is considered (Figure 4c). In Figures 4a and 4b, the value of \( T \) that maximizes the global throughput is \( T = RTT_{fast} + \epsilon \), and 2 groups are formed: the first one is served every \( T \) and the second one every \( T_{max} \).

In Figure 4c, when the gap between the capacities of the two channels is 125 Kbits/s the value of \( T \) that maximizes the global throughput is \( T = RTT_{slow} + \epsilon \), yielding to a single group served by 4 packets of size 1024 Bytes every \( T \).

These real experiments highlight the ability of PMT to dynamically adapt its group distribution to cope with the varying conditions in tactical point to multipoint context. Moreover, a key feature of the PMT protocol is its capacity to bootstrap from any value of \( T \) then smoothly converge to a \( T \) value that renders optimal throughput for each group.

We further compare in Figure 5 the estimated overall throughput with our PMT protcol to 2 other potential solutions explained below. Note that these experiments were repeated with the 3 capacities used on the 2.4 Ghz band (500, 320 and 250 Kbits/s).

- **PMT** We serve the fast destination at \( T = RTT_{fast} + \epsilon \) and the slow destination at \( T_{max} \), that is the implementation of our PMT protocol.
- **NORM** We serve both destinations at \( T = RTT_{slow} + \epsilon \), i.e. \( T \) value is based on the slowest receiver’s RTT.
- **\( T_{max} \)** We serve both destinations at \( T_{max} \), that can be considered as the worst case benchmark.

The Figure 5 results are based on the mean \( T \) value for the 1 MegaBytes file transfer. As expected, our protocol clearly offers better results than the worst case. More interestingly, PMT outperforms NORM in the case where two groups are formed (500 and 320 Kbits of the 2.4 Ghz band). Quite logically, it offers the same throughput as NORM when a single group is formed (250 Kbits capacity). In this particular case, only one group is formed and is based on the slowest receiver’s performance. Note here that gains would have been even more important if real tactical VHF and UHF were considered, however we have chosen for the sake of simplicity and feasibility of our experiments. In summary, PMT adapts
dynamically to the channel selection, optimizing the global throughput in every case. Indeed, whenever a residual capacity is available on a band, our protocol exploits this valuable resource to offer higher throughput to capable receivers, this results in higher overall network throughput.

V. RELATED WORK

Recently proposed transport protocols for point to point cognitive radio networks [12], [13] do not address challenges of the point-to-multipoint communication scheme. In fact, these solutions make the comprehensive assumption that at time $t$ a single destination needs to be reached. Hence rate adaptation is based on optimizing the transmission parameters based on this destination reception capabilities. Alternatively, present point-to-multipoint transport solutions do not cope well with the new conditions created by tactical environments. Standard multicast solutions target essentially multicast sessions with large groups [14], [8]. For receivers with different flow rates, one can compute multicast groups based on throughput [15] or create layered multicast protocols [16]. They apply well to layered content/stream distribution, where each quality layer is mapped to the corresponding receiver rate.

In the meantime an increasing interest for the GNU Radio development kit have been observed in the wireless research community. Clearly, validating technical contributions in realistic environments hence going beyond simulations is highly encouraged in wireless communication and networking communities. This tendency is gaining momentum with the proliferation of low cost and highly performant off the shelf configurable devices. However, most of the work in the GNU Radio community focuses on physical layer [17] and MAC layer aspects [18], [19]. Very few efforts have looked into implementing higher layer solutions and protocols. In a sense, we are also using GNU Radio as a mean to implement our protocol and test its behavior in real-life conditions, nevertheless our approach, using GNU Radio in order to implement a point to multipoint transport protocol, is to the best of our knowledge one of the first initiatives towards this direction.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an acknowledgement based transport protocol for point-to-multipoint next generation tactical networks. Our protocol splits receivers into groups, each served at a suitable throughput thus preventing slow receivers from affecting the service offered to destinations possessing better conditions. We have validated our protocol over a cognitive radio platform. Our experiments prove that our solution hides channel switching of cognitive radios to upper layer. Therefore, our transport protocol is particularly useful to push for new group services such as Blue Force Tracking and multimedia content delivery over emerging tactical radio devices and waveforms.

In the future we plan to extend the solution to $N$ groups. Intuitively, this can be seen as running the same algorithm recursively on the created groups. However, optimality of this solution should be verified. Moreover, optimizing dynamically the $T_{\text{max}}$ value is to be considered.
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